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American Anthology

American Anthology profiles four leading American composers who have written significant, 
quality works for the brass bands of The Salvation Army (SA). These men grew up in the SA and 
received their earliest musical training within its ranks. All four claim the music program of the SA 
to have been formative in their compositional careers. They come from widely separated parts 
of the United States that all still hold strong expressions of SA band culture: Southern California 
(Broughton), Eastern Michigan (Curnow and Himes), and metropolitan New York (Bulla). These 
men know each other and consider each other friends. They are linked and indebted to one 
another. 

Bruce Broughton served as the primary mentor for Stephen Bulla in his early compositional 
efforts. This relationship began when Bulla studied under him at the 1971 Star Lake Musicamp. 
Curnow and Himes knew each other well while growing up, passing their young band careers 
in strong corps music programs like Port Huron, Royal Oak, and Flint, Michigan. Broughton 
had his own SA mentor, the Danish-American composer Emil Söderström, from whom he has 
acknowledged he learned more basic craft than from his academic teachers. All four continue to 
pursue composition and arranging at the pinnacle of their profession, whether it be in film music 
or concert music for the widest range of media, from wind band to orchestra to chamber music. 
Three continue to serve as active Salvationists, while Broughton maintains cordial relations with 
the SA.

These four composers have had a major impact on the development of SA music since 1970. 
Their innovative approach to scoring for brass band, their use of a wide range of stylistic 
elements from popular music, and their rhythmic diversity transformed the sound of SA music. 
Their harmonic language, while still tonal, resembles the neo-classical sounds of mid-century 
American symphonic music by composers like Aaron Copland, Vincent Persichetti, or William 
Schuman. While the leading SA composers of the generation preceding them in America held 
hyphenated descriptors (like the Swedish-American Erik Leidzén), these men are quintessentially 
American, their roots going down into heart of American music, whether it be jazz, blues, folk, or 
such iconic musicians as Charles Ives and John Philip Sousa. 

Previous Recordings From Enfield Citadel Band

Sponsored by Woodbridge Financial Services Limited
Woodbridge Financial Services Limited is an appointed representative of

Burns-Anderson PLC which is authorised and regulated by the 
Financial Services Authority
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James Curnow (b. 1943)

One of America’s leading composers of wind band music, James Curnow currently lives 
in Nicholasville, Kentucky where he is president, composer, and educational consultant 
for Curnow Music Press, Inc. He also serves as editor of all music publications for the USA 
Southern Territory in Atlanta, GA. As a conductor, composer and clinician, Curnow has 
literally travelled throughout the world where his music has received wide acclaim. He has 
won many of the highest awards for band compositions including the ABA/Ostwald Award 
in 1980 (Mutanza) and 1984 (Symphonic Variants for Euphonium and Band), the 1985 Sixth 
International Competition of Original Compositions for Band (Australian Variants Suite), and 
the 1994 Coup de Vents Composition Competition of Le Havre, France (Lochinvar). In addition 
to his outstanding achievements as a composer, Curnow has served with distinction on the 
faculty of several universities, including Asbury College and The University of Illinois.

Faith Is The Victory takes the form of a concert march in the contemporary American wind 
band tradition and pays homage to the march style of such admired band composers as 
Eric Osterling and Clifton Williams. At the time of composition, Curnow was pursuing his 
Masters degree at Michigan State University and wrote the march for the Royal Oak SA Band 
on the occasion of the corps moving into its new building. The gospel song by Ira Sankey, 
Faith Is The Victory, serves as the primary generator of nearly all the musical material in this 
symphonically-shaped processional.

Bandmaster Andrew Blyth

Andrew Blyth joined Enfield Citadel Band in September 2004 and was appointed Bandmaster 
in October 2005. He is the Assistant Territorial Music Director for The Salvation Army's United 
Kingdom Territory and is responsible for the publication of music by The Salvation Army in the UK. 
This role also involves the planning of various musical events throughout the UK Territory. In 2003 
he was the editor for Kenneth Downie's European Championships test piece St. Magnus and more 
recently for Visions on Gerontius, written for the British Open Championships in 2007 by the same 
composer. He has had more than 40 of his own compositions and arrangements published in the 
UK and overseas. 

Andrew was previously leader of The Salvation Army's premier choral group, The International 
Staff Songsters, and was a member of The International Staff Band for over ten years. He has also 
been actively involved in Salvation Army music schools for a number of years and has undertaken 
leadership roles both in this country and abroad.
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Curnow composed the selection Guardian Of Our Way for the Flint Citadel (Michigan) Band during 
the period he served as bandmaster (1971-74). The Guardian referred to in the title is Jesus Christ, the 
Good Shepherd. A four-measure motto theme that starts the work ties together four songs on this 
subject in a musically satisfying way. The arranger also pays careful attention to word associations 
for each song: Saviour, like a shepherd lead us; The Lord’s my Shepherd (tune Crimond); He Leadeth 
Me; and Where He leads me, I will follow. While contributing many superb concert works to SA brass 
repertoire, Curnow is particularly adept at providing masterfully crafted arrangements suitable for 
worship services, music also accessible to bands in a wide range of musical proficiency.

The 1978 International Congress of the SA brought about the commissioning of several innovative 
works, including James Curnow’s Tone Poem A Psalm of Praise (Psalm 100), written for the 
Chicago, Mont Claire (now Norridge Citadel) Band. This symphonic movement begins to unfold as 
a piece of fully original music. Soon fragmented excerpts from the hymn Praise, my soul, the King 
of Heaven are interjected into the developmental web. The work opens with three notes that form 
the primary motif, against which sharp octaves are sounded, emphasizing the initial secundal-
quartal harmonic structure. Curnow follows this with more ‘spinning out’ of a four-note motive 
derived from the hymn tune and shortly thereafter, thick chords made up of stacked thirds. The 
first lyrical theme appears in the solo cornet, one built on the same seconds and fourths found 
in the accompanying bass ostinato, all of it moving in a highly syncopated 5/4 meter. Fragments 
of the first two phrases of Praise, my soul continue to sound forth. The mid-portion takes the form 
of an adagio in the minor mode, this theme also in dialogue with fragments of the hymn tune, 
though the 5/4 meter now moves at half speed. The final portion opens with a return of the bass 
ostinato heard in the opening. Curnow’s rhythmic intensity and motivic dialogue between original 
material and hymn fragments push forward to a glorious finale in which the hymn tune sounds in 
augmentation, surrounded by the primary motive. This provides a satisfying resolution to a tightly-
wrought work. When the piece concludes the listener can be struck by the fact that the appearance 
of the complete hymn tune is the logical resolution of the entire musical argument, and yet a 
technical feat that makes perfect semantic sense, the proclamation of a psalm of praise.

Enfield Citadel Band

Enfield Citadel Band was founded in Tottenham, north London, in 1892, and soon established 
a reputation as one of The Salvation Army's leading musical groups. In 1972, with the merging 
of two Salvation Army corps, the band moved to Enfield, on the outskirts of north London, 
and assumed its present title. There as before, the band's principal purpose has remained, as 
with Salvation Army bands throughout the world, to proclaim the Gospel message within 
the corps and in open-air activities.

In addition to service within its own locality, Enfield Citadel Band travels extensively to 
present its ministry in music-making. It has performed in most of the major concert venues 
in the British Isles and has shared programmes with some of the leading contesting bands, 
including Black Dyke, Fairey and Foden’s Richardson Bands. 

Visits to Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Holland, Germany, Switzerland, Australia, New Zealand, 
Canada and the USA have also been undertaken. Enfield Citadel Band is also regularly 
involved in broadcasting and recording activities.
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Bruce Broughton (b. 1945)

One measure of why Bruce Broughton ranks as one of the finest composers in Hollywood 
today is that he has received to date the Emmy award a record ten times, most recently for his 
score to the HBO movie, Warm Springs. He composes in almost every medium, from theatrical 
motion pictures and television to computer games, in styles ranging from large symphonic 
settings (Silverado) to contemporary electronic scores (the recently Emmy-nominated The 
Dive from Clausen’s Pier). Broughton has written the scores for such major motion pictures as 
Tombstone, Lost In Space, Young Sherlock Holmes and Bambi II. His television credits include the 
main title themes for Jag and Steven Spielberg’s Tiny Toon Adventures, as well as the scores 
for countless television series (Dallas, Quincy, Hawaii Five-O). Broughton’s concert music 
includes numerous works for orchestra and chamber groups, which have been performed 
by ensembles such as the Cleveland Orchestra, the Chicago Symphony Orchestra and the 
Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra. He is a governor of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences, a board member of ASCAP and a past president of The Society of Composers 
and Lyricists. 

The start of his arranging and composing career is tied to his participation in the Hollywood 
Tabernacle Band, a group for whom he composed several early works. While in the band and 
studying with Emil Söderström, he completed the chorale prelude The New-Born Babe. He 
initially wrote it as a study in counterpoint modelled after J.S. Bach’s famous chorale prelude 
Sleepers Awake from Cantata 140 (Wachet auf).

battle of Iwo Jima, and the planting of the US flag on top of Mount Suribachi. Bulla prepared the 
brass band version several months later for the 1995 Star Lake Band. The suite’s four programmatic 
sections have been explained by the composer as follows: 
i. Prologue - the quiet anticipation before the conflict; 
ii. Approach By Sea - the arduous journey to the scene of battle; 
iii. Chorale Prayer (Hymn Tune Melita, 'Eternal Father, Strong to Save') - a time of introspection; 
iv. Engagement - the hostile confrontation. 

Bulla includes frequent references to the Marine’s Hymn and to The Star-Spangled Banner,  particularly 
in the closing measures which depict the Marines raising the American flag on the island, signalling 
the historic conclusion of the most difficult phase of the battle. 

In 1977 the New York Staff Band celebrated its 90th anniversary and Bulla penned the sparkling 
march New York 90 for that occasion. At the time, he was principal trombone of the band and the 
editor of the Eastern Territory’s music publications. The trio of the march features an old song of 
spiritual warfare by Fanny Crosby adapted to SA use: 'Onward! Upward! Bloodwashed soldier, Turn 
not back, nor sheathe thy sword.' This song, no longer in the revised Songbook of the SA, sounds 
again in a higher key at the climax of the march where motives from the first part of the march join 
it for the scintillating finish.

In The Higher Plane, Bulla has taken an old American gospel hymn, Higher Ground, as the basis 
of a joyful, playful evocation of the Christian pilgrimage to Heaven. It opens with a jaunty allegro 
shaped partially on that song. Towards the end of the mid-portion of the piece, the soloist finally 
intones the full melody, the chorus of which concludes: 'a higher plane than I have found, Lord plant 
my feet on higher ground.' Initially written for Gordon Ward of the New York Staff Band, it is a witty 
and fitting piece for Soprano Cornet, the top voice of the brass band!

©Ronald W. Holz 
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He chose the melody Das neugeborne Kinderlein by Melchior Vulpius, a tune also beloved by Bach. 
The trombones carry the chorale tune in the midst of the somewhat chromatic prelude music that 
surround them, chromaticism carefully absorbed from his teacher.

Covenant draws its title from a hymn tune Broughton considers one of the finest ever written, 
a melody by the 19th-century American composer Dr. Lowell Mason. Bruce has firmly stated on 
numerous occasions that the overture Covenant has nothing to do with a later associated text, 
‘There is a fountain filled with blood.’ If a referential point is needed for the listener, it should have 
more to do with the working out of the musical drama that leaps forth in the opening measures. 
Broughton here embraces a strong, American symphonic style. The composer juxtaposes the minor 
and major third, and a connecting minor second or minor third. The origins of these intervals, and 
the colourful series of chords linked to them, seem to come from the contours of Mason’s hymn 
tune. The highly chromatic harmonies serve as a balance to the tune’s straightforward diatonicism. 
As a piece of SA music from the late 1960s, Covenant is remarkably astringent, and at times highly 
dissonant. Additionally, there are no spare notes in the energetic, driving score, a fact that brings 
to mind a pithy phrase Broughton received from Söderström one day: ‘The eraser is the most 
important part of the pencil.’ The spiritual essence of the music may have to do with man’s proper 
alignment - his covenant - with the Creator. Broughton would leave that to the listener to decide. 

Bruce holds fond regard for some of the fine melodies of the early SA. He has completed a series 
of works, both short and more extended, on several of these, including Variations on ‘Nicely Saved’ 
and the paraphrase Come and Get Saved. In his song arrangement The Firing Line he chose a 
vibrant tune by the Australian Salvationist Arthur S. Arnott and set it as if it were part of a razzle-
dazzle American football half-time show, or, to put it another way, real commercial. The result is 
exhilarating brass band music in which the keen listener can hear homage once again to his 
mentor, Söderström.

Stephen Bulla (b. 1953) 

Stephen Bulla is currently in his 27th year as Chief Arranger for ‘The President’s Own’ United 
States Marine Band and White House Orchestra. He is not only a gifted composer and 
arranger; he is also a professional level pianist and trombonist. He was reared in the brass 
tradition of the SA, his father playing Eb Bass in the New York Staff Band for many years. 
His initial musical experiences came at the Hempstead Corps, Long Island, and at SA music 
camps, especially Star Lake Musicamp. He graduated magna cum laude in composition and 
arranging from the Berklee School of Music, Boston, and can be considered one of the most 
versatile musicians, stylistically and technically speaking, writing for the SA today.

On multiple occasions Bulla has provided new music for the Southern Territorial Band of the 
USA South, as well as for the National Capital Band (for which he served many distinguished 
years as bandmaster). These commissions have greatly enriched recent SA journals. He 
penned the fanfare prelude Praise Him! for the Southern Territorial Band as a program 
opener, and title tune for its 1992 CD. In the scherzo-like, short work the arranger embraces 
the well-known gospel song, 'Praise Him! Praise Him! Jesus, our blessèd redeemer!' and provides 
a suitable musical embodiment of exuberant worship.

The brass choir of the U.S. Marine Band premiered the symphonic suite Images For Brass 
at the National Cathedral, Washington, DC, on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the 
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William Himes (b. 1949)

At the 2000 Millennial International Congress William Himes received the SA’s highest 
honour, the Order of the Founder, for his outstanding contributions to musical ministry. 
Such an award usually comes later in life, for Himes is still very much in control of the music 
programme of the USA Central Territory and directs the Chicago Staff Band. At my request, 
Himes provided a representative statement of the mentoring he and James Curnow received 
as developing musicians and budding composers at the Royal Oak Corps. 

'Probably the greatest single encourager in my early writing days (age 12-15) was Bandmaster 
Max Wood. He was an experienced arranger but even more gifted as an educator. He had 
great insight into the construction and scoring of music and his senior band practices were 
often mini-seminars on the craft as he would take the time to pull sounds apart and explain 
their meaning to us all. He would always give time and thorough examination to my feeble 
scribbles, exhorting me to not go over and over the same piece, but to apply past lessons to 
present and future efforts.'

Himes went on to complete two degrees at the University of Michigan (BMusEd, and MMus 
in Performance with composition minor) before finally settling in Chicago. He is known 
worldwide not only for his masterful arrangements for band and choir, but for his great use 
of humour in both his music and in his teaching and conducting.

(Continued on Page 10)

Himes originally wrote Journey Into Peace for himself as a feature for solo euphonium and the many 
bands with which he featured. Completed in the mid-1970s, just after he had received his Masters, 
the work made a significant contribution to new solo literature with brass band accompaniment, 
a work that can be played by euphonium, or as on this disc, trombone. The journey is a dramatic, 
and personal pilgrimage of a spiritual nature. The tune chosen as the heart of the work is a song 
by Edward Joy, All Your Anxiety. The opening soliloquy is searchingly chromatic yet based on the 
tune. In concerto-like fashion, the soloist is soon in dialogue with the band, frequently making 
commentary upon the band as it interjects fragments of the song, and vice versa. As the music 
develops, the soloist pushes the full group into a feroce unison that marks the peak of inward 
struggle portrayed vividly in the music. Eventually the full tune is heard, a soft, elegant, but simple 
ending. The high solo trombone sounds the opening motive, this time resolved, surrounded by two 
solo cornets. The chorus of the song should be born in mind while joining the musicians on this 
journey: ‘All your anxiety, all your care, Bring to the mercy seat, leave it there, Never a burden he cannot 
bear, Never a friend like Jesus.’

William Himes drives forward his dynamic, symphonic allegro, Cause For Celebration, via exciting 
rhythms and energetic motives, which he contrasts and combines later with a noble original 
melody. The composer discreetly derives his celebrational music from the grand church tune, Old 
Hundredth, to which the Christians now sing ‘Praise God, from whom all blessings flow.’ This paean 
sounds forth in the final climactic minute of the work, and the listener can have no doubt as to the 
cause for celebration.

I’d Rather Have Jesus starts with the unaccompanied solo cornetist. This symbolically places the 
emphasis on the individual’s decision to pursue Christ first and foremost, to the exclusion of all 
else. The third verse of George Beverly Shea’s hymn should especially be in the forefront of the 
listener’s mind during the soloist’s musical testimony, one that embraces a world-view at odds with 
a materialistic age: ‘…I’d rather have Jesus and let him lead than to be a king of a vast domain and be 
held in sin’s dread sway. I’d rather have Jesus than anything this world affords today.’

Nearly every structural aspect of the festival march Motivation derives from the three-note motif 
heard at the outset. This short musical idea is itself derived from the chorus of the featured song 
that begins ‘Would you know why I love Jesus?’ Himes emphasizes the answer given in the chorus. He 
especially stresses those first three notes, ‘This is why...’ An American drum corps-style presentation 
of the song concludes the first part of the march. The trio moves in a beguine rhythm, with the last 
half of the tune sounding out in triumph at the end. Throughout the march the mark of Himes’ 
imaginative gifts are clearly to the fore, especially his use of Blues-inflected lines, varied rhythms, 
and distinctive scoring and harmony.
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Soprano Cornet: Tim Buckle  Principal Cornet: Ralph Brill  Solo Cornet: Maurice Patterson, Tim Hynd, Grahame Whitehead  1st Cornet: Malcolm Hynd  2nd Cornet: David Buckle, Simon Hicks 
Flugel Horn: Scott Garman  Solo Horn: Hilton Patterson  1st Horn: Derek Ivory  2nd Horn: André Price, Josh Byfield  

1st Baritone: Richard Hill  2nd Baritone: Konrad Halls, James Shepherd 1st Trombone: Andrew Justice, Ben Horton  2nd Trombone: Carl Shepherd  Bass Trombone: Stuart Horton 
Euphonium: Keith Loxley, Andrew Scott  Eb Bass: Jonathan Byfield, Adam Whitehead  Bb Bass: Nick Marshallsay, Peter Moore, Alexander Price 

Percussion: Simon Jenkins, Nicholas Samuel

Enfield Citadel Band


